Verein zur Förderung der Glaskunst in Österreich
Donaufelder Straße 247, 1220 Vienna
ZVR: 1374875798
Homepage: www.vfgoe.at
E-Mail: info@vfgoe.at

Terms and Conditions for the Application for

Glass pure
art I fair I exhibition
May, 21st and 22nd 2022
These terms and conditions apply to the contractual relationship between the organizer
“Verein zur Förderung der Glaskunst in Österreich, Donaufelder Straße 247, 1220 Wien”
and the exhibitor, as in the registration data.
Deviating terms and conditions as well as changes and additions to these Terms of Use are only valid
if they have been acknowledged in writing by the organizer.

1. Venue & exhibition times
Venue:

Desiderio Gallery
Johannesgasse 17
1010 Vienna

Exhibition times

21.5.2022
22.5.2022

Set-up time:
dismantling time:

21. evening & 22.5.2022 until 9 – we will organize slots for each exhibitor
22.5.2022
17-20h

10-19h
10-17h

The exhibitor is obliged to keep the booth set up during the whole exhibition time and to observe the
set-up and dismantling times. For the set-up and dismantling a delivery zone will be available, we will
organize time slots for that.
The organizer reserves the right to cancel the event or to change the venue if there are not enough
adequate applications or if a regulated performance of the event for whatever reason is not possible.
The exhibitor will not be able to assert any claims for damages, unless the organizer is guilty of a
deliberate or grossly negligent act.
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2. Accepted exhibitors
All glass artists who work artistically with the material of glass by manipulating the glass, vendors in
the material glass as well as vendors with accessories for glass artists can apply.
The application must be accompanied by 3 photos of the artworks or products as well as a short
presentation text of the craft / products including motivation for the application with a maximum of
1000 characters

3. Participation fees
The stated fees refer to an exhibition area of 3m2 including an uncovered table and a chair.
Fees for members of the „Vereins zur Förderung der Glaskunst in Österreich“
Glass artists (exhibition and sales), who agree to do a live demo of their artistic activity at € 150
the event
Glass artists (exhibition and sales) without demo
€ 175
Vendors of glass or accessories
€ 200
Fees for non-members
Glass artists (exhibition and sales), who agree to do a live demo of their artistic activity at € 190
the event
Glass artists (exhibition and sales) without demo
€ 215
Vendors of glass or accessories
€ 240
The prices are gross for net, the organizer is not subject to VAT.
4. Guidelines
Applications will only be valid after written confirmation by the organizer (via e-mail). The organizer
reserves the right to reject applications without justification, as well as the right to rank in accordance
of artistic value.
The exhibitor is not entitled to sublet the whole or part of the booth assigned to him or to give it to
third parties without the organizer's permission.
However, it is possible to divide the exhibition space by registering together, provided that both
exhibitors are accepted by the organizer.
By signing the registration, the application becomes binding and the exhibitor agrees to participating
in the event and to the immediate payment of the agreed participation fee after written confirmation
from the organizer. Official regulations as well as the house rules are to be kept. There are no verbal
agreements.
The organizer decides on the exact location of the requested booth space on the venue. Placement
requests are considered, if possible, if they are announced at the same time as the application.
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The exhibitor is obliged to keep the stand up until the end of the event. Otherwise, a fine of twice the
participation fee will be charged.
The exhibitor is responsible for ensuring that all necessary permits are available for his activity on the
stand, and that he complies with applicable trade law (commercial license) and competition law,
sanitary, fire and police regulations and laws.
5. Privacy & Publishing
With the registration, the exhibitor grants the organizer the consent to the publication and passing on
to third parties (for the purpose of the application of the event) the dates and photos given in the
course of the registration:
- in PR media (such as magazines, newspapers)
- on the homepages of the organizer and the event
- on advertising material (such as posters and flyers)
- as well as on social media
and consent to the storage of the data for the purpose of automatic processing for contract
execution.
The following data is used:
-

name / company name
Address data
Phone number
Homepage
Pictures of goods, product and persons

6. Registration
Registration deadline is November 30th, 2021
A written confirmation from the organizer will be given after this deadline.
7. Booth design
Each exhibition space is provided with an uncovered table and a chair.
Each exhibitor is responsible for the individual design of the space provided. The presentation of the
exhibits should be appealing and emphasize their value.
The exhibitor may use his own individual table lighting, not table lamps will be provided by the
organizer. The exhibitor may only use ÖVE certified electrical appliances and cables. For damage from
defective electrical installations, the exhibitor is liable. Wherever possible, please use energy efficient
bulbs (e.g., LED).
No nails, screws or similar may put into walls and floors. Only freestanding structures may be used.
Each exhibition space must be identified by a nameplate (min. A5) with the name and address of the
exhibitor.
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The exhibitor is obliged to keep the stand clean during the entire duration of the event, to dispose of
his own waste and to leave the stand in a clean condition after the end of the event. Any necessary
replacement cleaning by the organizer is at the expense of the exhibitor.

8. Liability
The general supervision of the site and the halls is provided by the organizer without liability for loss
and damage. The exhibitor is responsible for the supervision and guarding of the stand during
exhibition times. This also applies during the set-up and dismantling times.
The organizer assumes no warranty and guarantee for the success of the event and any profit and
turnover expectations of the exhibitors. In this regard, no claims for damages can be made to the
organizer. The exhibitor is liable for persons and property damage caused by the exhibitor. It is
recommended to take out a corresponding liability insurance.

9. Final provisions
Changes or additions to these terms and conditions can only be made in writing. Should one of these
provisions be or become ineffective or contradict statutory provisions, the validity of the remaining
provisions remains unaffected. The two parties will replace the ineffective provision by one that
comes as close as possible to the meaning and purpose of the invalid provision. The same applies in
the case of a contract gap. The application is governed by Austrian law on the contractual
relationship, the place of performance and jurisdiction is Vienna.
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